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Japanese publication of Chinese text on Western Astronomy

No.1 “Tenkei Wakumon” (`T’ien-ching Huo-wen`, 天経或問),
together with “Tairyaku Tengaku Myomokusho” (大略天學名目鈔)
You, Yi [compiled by]; Nishikawa, Seikyu [edited and with Japanese reading marks by].
Edo [Tōkyō]: Yorozuya Seibe; Shoyoken, Kyoho 15 [1730]. First Japanese edition.

No. 3 “Jiandeng Xinhua Jujie' [剪燈新話句解]
Qu, You [original author]. Kyoto: Nizaemon, Keian Gannen (1648).

3 v. + 1 supplementary v., complete. `Tenkei Wakumon Zukan`: 6, [2], 11, 24 ll. `Tenkei Wakumon Tenmaki`: 52 leaves.
`Tenkei Wakumon Chimaki`: 49, 3 ll. `Tairyaku Tengaku Myomokusho`: 41 ll. 27.1 x 18 cm.
Fukuro toji bindings with original wrappers, a little worn and with a few marks, stains to supplementary volume wrappers.
Handwritten note to upper wrappers of all volumes. Original woodblock-printed title slips to v.1, 3, and the supplementary
volume, title slip of v.2 lacking. Very minor occasional wormholing and foxing to volumes. Slight loss to lower opening corner
of upper wrapper of supplementary volume due to wormholing. Overall very good.
£ 5,850 / € 6,900

2 vols complete. Volume 1: 8, 93, 41 leaves. Volume 2: 35, 41, 8 ll, 265 x18 cm. Japanese five-hole bindings.
Probably re-bound, but nevertheless wrappers from the 17th-18th century. Some light abrasion and wear to wrappers,
title in brush and ink to lower the text-block edge of each volume.
Non-original title slips handwritten and pasted over “original” slips. Minor wormholing to text and wrappers.
Loss (9x4cm) to gutter and some text on the first five leaves of the preface in volume 1, repaired.
Very occasional stains, marks, and underlining to text. Otherwise in very good condition.
£ 2,380 / € 2,760

The first Japanese edition of this influential Chinese text on astronomy. In this set of books the author, You Yi,
included knowledge of Western astronomy that he learnt from Italian missionary and astronomer
Sabatino de Ursis (1575–1620), in addition to Chinese astronomical knowledge. Although it is presumed that
the original Chinese text of `Tenkei Wakumon` (published 1672 or 1675) was brought to Japan soon after publication,
the set of books was quickly banned due to Japan's prohibition of Christian texts, and was only finally passed by the
censors presumably just before the publication of this first Japanese edition. The woodblock printed illustrations in
the first volume depict celestial maps, various astronomical tools and a world map. No copies of the original Chinese
text are believed to remain. This particular set comes with `Tairyaku Tengaku Myomokusho`, a supplementary
volume published in Japanese. Text in Chinese, with Japanese reading marks.

One of the Earliest Japanese Publications on Western Astronomy

No.2 “Tenkei Wakumon Chakai” [天経或問註解]
Irie, Heima; You, Yi [original text by]. Toto [Edo (Tōkyō)] : Kobayashi Shinbe, Kanen 3 [1750]. First edition.

A complete three volume set of "Tenkei Wakumon Chükai", written in 1750 by Irie Heima (Irie Ta),
In the first volume Ire copied the most important sections from "Tenkei Wakumon" and paired them with his own
annotations, criticisms, corrections, and brief translations in Japanese. These translations opened up the important
astronomical information in the text to Japanese people unable to read classical Chinese. A set of the first text
on Chinese and western astronomical theory to be widely accessible to Japanese readers, in a clear printing and
particularly scarce with all movable parts intact. Text in Japanese, and Chinese with Japanese reading marks.
Original wrappers, somewhat soiled, with a little abrasion and a few marks. First illustrated volume lacking original title slip.
Minor wormholing, mostly repaired. Occasional light stains and marks to text.
Overall very good. 3 v., complete. 68, 40, 45 leaves. 27 x17.7 cm.
£ 4,100 / € 4,850

An Early Japanese Printing of New Stories Told While Trimming the Wick

‘Jiandeng Xinhua’ is an early Ming dynasty collection of Chinese stories by the novelist Qu You (1341-1427).
The first edition of his ‘Jiandeng Xinhua’ was published in China in 1378.
This particular book was re-carved in Japan for a Japanese audience, and has Japanese reading marks.
“Qu You’s stories became popular in East Asia at a time when all those countries were either undergoing
disastrous civil wars or immediately after a period of similarly dark times. <...>
Jiandeng Xinhua was banned in China for a long time, mainly due to political reasons and partly due to
its particular literary style that was against the trends of the times”
(“Reconsideration on Qu You and His Jiandeng Xinhua", Kang-i Sun Chang, 2008).
Text in Chinese, with Japanese reading marks.

Bloody hell of the First Sino-Japanese war

No. 4. “Kokai kaisen ni okeru matsushima kannai no jokyo” [黄海海戦ニ於ケル松島艦内ノ状況]
Kimura, Kokichi [author]; Kobayashi, Seiko [illustrator]
Tōkyō: Uchida Yoshibee, Meiji 29 (1896). First edition.

A hyper-naturalistic book telling of the horrors of war in 19 woodblock illustrations.
The publication is a journalistic report of the Yalu River Battle, a well-known episode of the First Sino-Japanese war.
The artist shows in vivid colours the physiology of wounded, injured flesh of Japanese soldiers who were on
the Matsushima flagship, which was attacked by the Chinese Navy. The war brought glory to the Japanese Empire,
so such reporting on the realities of combat was seen as undesirable.
The book was ultimately banned, and therefore became very rare. Text in Japanese.
1 volume complete. 33.4 x 25cm, 92 leaves. Original Japanese binding, paper wrapper, rubbing on the cover.
Lacking silk strings of the binding. Otherwise near fine to fine condition.
£ 3,350 / € 3,900

Pirate edition of Dutch grammar

No7. “Waran bunten” [和蘭文典]
[Place of publication not identified] : Genpo Mitsukuri, Tempo 13 (1842) & Kaei 1 (1848).

News from Abroad (Opium War)

No. 5 “Kaigai Shinwa” [海外新話]
Uyusei (p.1) / Shusai (p.2) ; Fuko, Mineta [preface]; Utagawa, Sadahide [illustrator].
[Place of publication not identified], Kaei 2 (1849). First edition.

An extremely rare first edition ten volume set of books on the First Opium War between China and Britain
in 1839-42. `Kaigai Shinwa` was filled with information on the Opium War and was so popular that
a second volume, also in five parts, was released later the same year. Published in two volumes,
with 5 parts to each volume. Illustrated, with woodblock prints of maps, weaponry, sea battles, and more,
occasionally coloured. The text switches between Japanese and Japanized Chinese.

Private press copying of Western textbooks of any kind happened frequently in 19th century Japan. Historically,
copying Dutch materials that were brought to Japan via Nagasaki is known as Rangaku (Dutch studies).
The present copy was made by Mitsukuri Genpo (1799-1863), a Bakumatsu scholar, polyglot and polymath.
The set consists of The Syntaxis [Syntaxis of Woordvoeging der Nederduitsche Taal], published in 1810
in Groningen, and Grammatica [Grammatica of Nederduitsche Spraakkunst], published in 1822 also in Groningen.
Few copies are known to exist. Text in Dutch.
1+1 vols. 25,4x17,7cm. Syntaxis: 2+47 ll. Grammatica: 1+60 ll. Woodblock printed. Ex-owner red stamps on title pages.
Oil and water stains. Worn regarding the age. Minor worm holing. Fukuro toji binding. Paper wrappers soiled.
Comes with a custom made slip case.Very good to near fine condition.
£ 960 / € 1,120

10 vols. 25.6x17.6cm. 19, 22, 28, 27, 21, 11, 23, 23, 22, 17 leaves. Comes with a contemporary slip case.
Original Japanese fukuro toji binding. A little wormholing, slight rubbing to wrappers, part 2, v.1 & 3 title slips missing.
Minor stains on vol.9. Otherwise very good to fine condition.
£ 2,860 / € 3,320

Peoples of the World

No. 8 Kaigai jinbutsu shū [海外人物輯]
Joken Nishikawa [writer]; Ikkōsai Miki (Utagawa Yoshimori) [artist]; Kaan Nagata [ed. by]
[Place of publication not identified] : [publisher not identified], Kaei 7 [1854].

Naval school manual

No. 6 “Sengu kyōjusho zu” [船具教授書図]
Hayashi Masaaki [engraver]. Tōkyō : Kaigun heigaku ryo, Meiji 6 [1873]. First edition.

A rare manual for the naval school, published by Kaigun heigaku ryo, the Imperial Japanese Naval Academy
(established in 1869 in Tsukiji). Consists only of engraving schemes and represents an illustrative material for
studying Naval disciplines. The Academy was founded to raise the contemporary navy.
Only one first edition copy in Tokyo Kayo Daidaku. Text in Japanese.
1 vol. 22.5 x 15.4 cm. 50 ll. 204 ills. Copper plate engraved book. One page is folded. Very clean inside.
One wormholing on the creasing. Traditional ga jyosou binding. Silk cloth spine, partly detached.
Original title slip, also engraved. The wrappers soiled. Very good to near fine condition.
£ 3,350 / € 3,900

Two magnificent volumes on the peoples of 42 countries from Asia, Africa, Europe, and South and
North America with descriptions of cultural characteristics. The Asian volume starts with two Chinese dynasties:
Ming and Qing. It also includes, among others, Koreans, Philippinos, Formosans (Taiwan), Javans, Thais, Moghuls,
Armenians, Moscovians, and “tattan”, which probably means “from Tartary”, the ancient name for
the Asian part of Russia. The Western volume includes a very interesting description of the samoyeds:
“Their country is situated in the Far North of Tattan, near the river “Obi”. They are very wild and eat dry fish.
The people there are very small, like dolls. They wear seal furs. The country is controlled by Moscovia.”
These volumes are a revised edition written by Nishikawa Joken (1648-1724) and published in 1740.
The original edition was in black and white, with very low quality engravings. The present edition is accompanied
by colorful depictions of the people. The text is more accomplished and the quantity of the described tribes is
different. Text in Japanese.
2 vols. 25,2 x 17,5 cm. 25 leaves each. Original Japanese fukuro toji wrapper. Comes with a custom-made slip case.
Stains on the wrapper. Original title slips of these original volumes are damaged. The content is slightly browned.
Near fine to fine condition.
£ 4,300 / € 5,000

A scarce and early large-format edition of Nagakubo Sekisui`s most famous work

No. 11 “Chikyu Bankoku Sankai Yochi Zenzusetsu” [地球万国山海與地全図]
Nagakubo, Sekisui
Naniwa [Osaka]: Asano (Fujiya) Yahe, 1790. First edition.

Big Oval Ricci-type World Map

No. 9 “Chikyu Ichiranzu” [地球一覧図]
Osaka: Onogi Ichibei; Kyoto: Umemura Saburobei; Edo: Suharaya Ichibei, Tenmei 3 (1783).
`Chikyu Ichiranzu` may be translated as the `Map of the World`. It is the first edition of a big oval Ricci-type
world map in Japan, published by Nakane Genran under the pen name Mihashi Chokaku. The prototype was
made by the Italian Jesuit Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) during his mission in China. The Ricci map was published
in 1584 under the title `Kunyu Wanguo Quantu` in China. A few copies of the third known edition, published
in 1602, reached Kyoto Jesuit Academy in 1605. As Kazutaka Unno noted in the article `Cartography in Japan`,
the `Chikyu Ichiranzu` is a compilation of two earlier maps, inspired by Ricci: Yochi zu (1720) and
Bankoku zu (1645). The present copy offered by Kagerou Bunko is unique because it is vividly hand colored.
The text provides the distance to the most important countries and cities, such as Nanjin, Canton, Pusan, Siam,
Bengal, Persia, Madagaskar, Netherlands, England etc., from the Nagasaki port. The measurement is in “li”,
a Chinese mile: 1 li is 3,9 km. Text in Japanese.
82 x 151 cm. One volume complete map. Printed on Japanese washi paper. Hand colored.
With original cover and original title slip. Comes with a custom made slip case. Some damage on the creasing. Faint water stain.
Overall in very good condition
£ 11,700 / € 13,700

Black Dragon Society map

No. 10 “Kokuryū kai Man-kan shinzu” [黒龍会満韓新図]
Kokuryū kai [ed. by]
Tokyo: Kōbun-kan (Yoshikawa Hanshichi), Meiji 37 (1904). First edition.

Kokuryu kai (Black Dragon Society, or Amur River Society) was an
ultranationalistic society of Japan. The society operated as an unofficial
intelligence network across the Pacific region. In 1904, before the outbreak
of the Russo-Japanese war, Kokuryu kai made this
“Map of Manchuria and Coria, by Amur Association”, focusing on
the military and strategic points of Korea, Manchuria and
the Far East of Russia. Scale is 1:1650000 Japanese miles. Scarce document.
Text in English, kanji and kana.
1 folding map. 124x86cm (when folded 22.5x14cm). Lithograph.
Original cloth boards. Some rubbing on the board,
a few cracking on the creasing. Slightly worm holed.
One panel of the map is sunburned. Otherwise very good to near fine.

£ 1,750 / € 2,060

A rare large-format edition of Nagakubo Sekisui’s World Map, based on Matteo Ricci`s `Kunyu Wanguo Quantu`
ca. Bunka period [late 1790s - early 1800s]. This is one the earliest Japanese-made world maps by Sekisui (1717-1801),
a famous Edo period geographer and Confucian scholar.
The map was based on an earlier map made by Matteo Ricci (1552-1610), an Italian Jesuit priest and one of the
founding figures of the Jesuit missions in China. Ricci’s original world map in Chinese characters
(`Kunyu Wanguo Quantu`) was published in 1602 and introduced the findings of European exploration to East Asia.
Sekisui, considered by many scholars to be the founder of Japanese geography, first published his large
Japanese edition of Ricci’s map (one of the first in Japan to use longitude lines), with corrections, in around 1785.
Several different versions of the map have been recorded, and while numerous sources state that editions issued
by the Osaka-based publisher Asano are from around 1785, the Asano issues with no date and no other publishers’
names carved into the woodblock are considered by Japanese scholars to be the second edition of the map
(and the first of the Asano editions). Such editions are believed to have been published in the late 1790s or early 1800s.
In any case, all editions of the map in this large size (92 x 163.4 cm) are rare. Text in Japanese.
1 leaf, complete. 92 x 163.4 cm. Woodblock-printed in black and carefully hand-coloured. Re-backed. Small tears to creases,
extremely minor loss to some areas due to wormholing. Overall near fine.
£ 9,600 / € 11,200

Early Japanese book on surveying

No. 12
“Ōtani-ryu biken jutsu hōen sudo’ [大谷流 微顕術方円須度]
Mizoguchi, Genrin [preface by]. Manuscript, ca. 1800-1850.

A textbook on technical drawing for architects and cartographers.
The book is an introduction to the basics of surveying (geodesy).
Numerous illustrations include simple geometrical figures,
extorted figures,ways of measuring regular and irregular objects,
measuring tools (protractors), optical tools (camera obscura),
models of the Earth and graticules. The writer, Genrin Misoguchi,
himself in the preface as a memberof the Otani school of
measuring. There are few mentions of that school in academic
publications. It is believed to have emerged in the late Edo era.
The present book is a very rare example of how Western knowledge
about measurement was kept alive for centuries, and how such
know-how was passed along from teacher to apprentice.
Text in Japanese.
1vol. 20,8x15,5cm. 33ll. Manuscript. Numerous colour illustrations,
charts and folding parts. One tiny worm hole. Original fukuro toji.
Paper wrappers, embossed. Original title slip. Front cover worn.
Near fine condition.
£ 960 / € 1,120

Pan-Asianist travel to Central Asia

Korean geopolitics by Japanese invaders

A very scarce record of the travels of Masaji Inoue
(1877-1947), a highly educated right wing politician
and pan-Asianist businessman. After
the Russo-Japanese war he worked as a journalist
and traveler. In this book, maps show his routes
through Mongolia, India, Middle Asia,
the Middle East, Armenia, Ukraine, Russia, Poland,
and on to Berlin. Rare. No copy outside Japan. Text
in Japanese.

A book describing and explaining the Imo incident for Japanese
readers. Includes a very precise geopolitical description of Korea.
30 chapters on geography, history, army, culture etc.
The Imo incident took place on 23rd of July 1882. Korean soldiers
attacked Japanese officers and vandalized the Japanese embassy
in Seoul. The book was published one month after the incident.
The precision of the copperplate map demonstrated the ambitions
of Japan in the Korean peninsula. Text in Japanese.

No. 13 “Chūō ajia ryokōki”[中央亜細亜旅行記]
Inoue, Masaji [author]
Tōkyō: Minū sha, Meiji 36 (1903). First edition.

1 volume complete. 18,6x13cm. 2 folding maps
+33 photo plates+1+1+452+2+32 pp. Original paper boards
wrapper. Minor stains on the wrapper, little damage
on the spine. Very tiny ink stains on the margins of
a few pages. The contents are in nice condition.
Comes with a custom-made slip case. £ 1,170 / € 1,370

Panoramic view of Foreigner’s district of Tsukuji

No. 14 “Tokyo Tsukiji Teppousu kei” [東京築地鉄炮洲景]
Ichiyosai, Kuniteru (Utagawa II). Tōkyō: Daikokuya Kinjiro, Meiji 2 (1869). First edition.

Polyptych ukiyo-e with the panorama of Tsukiji Tepposu, the first district for foreigners in Tokyo,
which appeared after the treaty with the US. In the picture one can find the first foreign hotel in Tokyo,
designed by an American architect (it later burned down in 1872). The British and Dutch residencies are also depicted.
The flags of the US, Russia, Prussia, France and other countries fly over the hotel.
The background shows a view of the harbor and port. The new red light district, Shin-Shimabara,
is situated near the foreign district. The author, Utagawa Kuniteru II (1830-1874), was an apprentice of
Toyokuni III and a master of depicting kabuki theater and also of westernized scenery. Very rare. Text in Japanese.
Polyptych. 6 panels complete. 36.5 x 24.5 cm, each.
Colour woodblock prints. Small holes, partly repaired. Some dirt.
Very good condition.
£ 1,750 / € 2,060

Japanese public history on the Imo Incident (Korea)

No. 15 “Ehon chōsen ibun” [絵本 朝鮮異聞]
Okamoto, Kogetsu (Takejiro) [ed.by], unknown illustrator
Tōkyō : Enjudō, Kobayashi Tetsujiro, Meiji 15 [1882].
First edition.

An extremely rare propaganda book concerning
the revolt of Korean soldiers who attacked the
Japanese embassy. The incident took place on the
23rd of July, 1882, and it led to a change of power in Seoul.
The Japanese publication appeared immediately, as seen
from the publication date. The incident was an early step
on the long and bloody path to the Japanese invasion of the
Korean peninsula. No copies outside Japan.
Only one in the Diet library. Text in Japanese.

3 vols. complete. 17.1 x 11.2 cm each volume. Ll. 10, 10, 10. Each volume has 1 colour double-page, 3 monochrome double-page,
one page illustrations, 15 ills - in total. Woodblock printed book. Occasional ink stains, but clean inside. 1st volume has a worm
hole on the first 3 leaves. Traditional fukuro toji binding. The volumes are in near fine condition, regarding the age. £1,170 / €1,370

No. 16 “Nikkan fungi seiryaku sanron” [日韓紛議 政略纂論]
Ryōkichi, Hoshino [editor]. Tōkyō: Kansendo, Yamanaka Ichibei,
et al., Meiji 15 [1882]. First edition.

1 volume complete. 17,7 x 11,6 cm. Hand painted copperplate map.
[1 (map)], 103, [5] pages. Tiny wormholes on the content. Foxing on
title page, flyleaf and endpapers. Original hard cardboard binding.
Cloth spine. Reasonably very good condition.
£ 770 / € 900

WWI satirical manga a singular architect

No. 17 “Ashura-cho” [阿修羅帖]
Chuta, Itō [author, illustrator]. Tōkyō: Kokusui shuppansha, Taisho 9-10 (1920-21). First edition.
A complete set of satirical manga made by the Japanese architect Itō Chuta (1867-1954).
During World War I he made daily commentaries based on current news. Each page of the story
contains a half-page colour woodblock illustration, with 500 plates in total, divided into five volumes.
Ito’s sharp satire uses the Ashuras, Indian demigods, as the main characters to personify the participant
countries. Text in Japanese.
5 vols. 25.3x21.2cm, 105 leaves each. Original Japanese illustrated boards cover. Original slipcase with light abrasion,
and occasional minor cracks to hinges. Light scratches on the covers, minor stains on the contents.
Otherwise very good to near fine condition.
£ 1,170 / € 1,370

The portrait of the first Japanese journalist

No.18
“Fukuchi Ouchi portrait, Kyōdō Risshiki series” [教導立志基 福地桜痴]
Kobayashi, Kiyochika [artist]; Matsuki, Toko [text by]
Tōkyō: Matsuki Heikichi, Meiji 18 [1885]
The man full of pride and dignity is a prominent Japanese opposition journalist,
kabuki playwriter and translator. Fukuchi Gen'ichirō (1841-1906), who hailed
from Nagasaki, was known under the pen name Fukuchi Ouchi. A famous
moment of the Satsuma Rebellion is shown in the background. The portrait
belongs to the series Kyōdō Risshiki (1833-1899), which consisted of
53 portraits and included illustrious people of the Meiji era. One of the rarest
leaves of the series. Kobayashi Kiyochika (1847-1915), the artist of this portrait,
was an ukiyo-e artist and newspaper illustrator. Text in Japanese.
32.2 x 22.5 cm. Colour woodblock print. Margins are cut out. Very few foxes on
the right margin. Loss of the paper on the left margin, 1 cm in diameter. Creasings of
the right corner, the margin only. Ex-owner marks in pencil on the reverse (extremities).
Near fine condition.
£ 600 / € 700

Ise Sadatake compilation

No19. “Gunyōki” [軍用記]
Ise, Sadatake [original author]. Manuscript, copied in late 18th or early 19th century.

Sadatake Ise (1718-1784) was an extremely famous master of ceremonies for the samurai clan.
The original title of the book is “Gunyōki”, which can be translated as “Military notes”.
The book is a compilation of Ise’s most interesting works for warriors during war and peace.
Along with written instructions, it includes more than 120 illustrations, explaining how to make knots,
put on armor, serve food, keep the head of an enemy after it was cut off, etc. Text in Japanese.
7 parts in II vols. 27,6x19cm. Iv: 92; IIv: 68 ll. Manuscript with colour illustrations. Numerous ex-owner remarks on the
margins in red ink. Clean inside, except a few water stains. Original fukuro toji binding. Paper wrappers, soiled and worn.
Handwritten titles and stamps on the covers. Comes with a custom made slipcase. Near fine condition. £ 1,750 / € 2,060

How to live and dress like a samurai

No. 20 “Yoroigi no maki, Narabi ni Fuko, Yoshisada ki” [鎧着之巻并附考義貞記]
Ise, Sadatake [original author]; Kano, Nobuyuki [copyist]. Manuscript, copied in Tempo 12 (1841).

The present book is a compilation of three different texts concerning the life of the illustrious samurai of
ancient times, Minamoto Yoshiie (1039-1106) and Nitta Yoshisada (1301-1338). The first part is a famous book
“Yoshiie ason yoroi chakuyo shidai”, written in 1780 by Sadatake Ise (1717-1784), a courtier writer who was attentive
to the ritual aspects of aristocratic life. In the first 27 pages of the present manuscript he focuses on
the legendary example of the Heian warrior Minamoto Yoshiie and his samurai outfit, including depictions
and instructions of the layers of armor, from the underwear to the helmet.
The second part does not belong to Ise Sadatake, but contains a 13-page explanation on different parts of the
samurai armor, using the example of Yoshiie. The explanation is accompanied with colorful illustrations.
The final part tells of the legendary life of the warrior Nitta Yoshisada, across 40 pages. Text in Japanese.
One volume complete. 26.5 x 20cm. Manuscript. 40 pp. 33 ill. Brush, ink, water colours.
Ex-owner stamps on the first and last pages, also on the end paper. Paper browning. Wormholes and water stains on the margins.
Pages repaired. Occasional stains. Original fukuro toji binding. Original title slip. Paper wrappers are worn, soiled and worm holed.
Very good condition.
£ 1,170 / € 1,370

Japanese art of making arrows

No. 21 “Hikime Kabura no zu” [蟇目鏑之図]
Ōkushi Sukezaemon Tange [author]. Manuscript scroll, Shōtoku 6 (1716). Stamped & signed.

A manuscript scroll about the art of making arrows, created in 1716. The manuscript contains different types of
arrow points (kaburaya), fletchings and nocks. In medieval Japan, arrows played an important role not only
in battle, but also for religious purposes. For example, to protect from demons the point of an arrow was replaced
with whistles of different tones (hikimeya). Demons were believed to hate this sound. During battles, the sound
of the whistles carried different meanings for the army. The manuscript also includes two actual size
illustrations of historical arrows that belonged to one prominent warrior, Nasu no Yoichi (1169-1189).
Numerous exquisite and highly detailed illustrations. Text in Japanese.
1 scroll. 34.6x900 cm. Pigments, glue, gold, ink. Golden-indigo traditional wrapping board, with small holes.
Occasional worm holing and water stains. Roller stick is missing. Comes with a non-original wooden box.
Overall near fine condition.
£ 1,920 / € 2,220

Illustrated Encyclopedia of wrapping and tying in Japanese style

No. 22 “Hōketsuki” [包結記]
Ise, Sadatake [author]. [Place of publication not identified] : Seiyu-do, Tempo 11 (1840). First edition.
A book about traditional Japanese wrapping. The author Sadatake Ise (1717-1784) was a famous ceremony master.
He made innumerable manuscripts about etiquette and the formal proceedings of different ceremonies,
including treatises about outfits to teach courtier manners to the samurai class.
The original manuscript was made in Horeki 14 (1764). The present book is a first publication of the well-known
and highly desired treatise. Hoketsuki means wrapping, and the main techniques are presented in the first part,
which demonstrates how to wrap different objects, such as bows, vases, arrows, etc. The second part gives illustrated
instructions on how to tie traditional Japanese knots. Text in Japanese.
2 volumes complete. 26.3x18.2cm, 1+3+26 leaves & 57 leaves. Original Japanese fukuro-toji binding with original title slips.
Comes with a custom made slip case. Minor rubbing on the wrapper. Some inscriptions by the ex-owner, contemporary to
the publication, on the margins of the second volume. Otherwise the contents are very clean. Near fine to fine condition.

£ 1,500 / € 1,735

Classic Origami samples from 18th century.

The art of smelling, or the aristocratic incense game from Medieval Japan

No. 23 “Kira-ryu orikata” [吉良流折方]
Amano [increased and sealed by]
Collection of samples. Late 18th - early 19th century. Stamped.

No. 26 “Zu no kan” [図之巻] Unknown author. Manuscript. Late 17th to mid 18th century.

A collection of noshi, or classic exemplar of ceremonial origami (paper folding). Kira-ryū (Kira school) was
a Medieval school of rules and manners of a prominent samurai clan that disappeared in the 16th century.
Their traditions were revived by the Tokugawa clan, who were famous for their traditionalistic leadership style.
This collection of samples was intended for wrapping gifts. Every fold is sealed by the stamps of an unknown
“Amano”, who was a member of the Kira school. Very rare. Text in Japanese.
6 envelopes, 55 samples complete. Stamped in red ink and hand inscribed in black ink. Original washi paper envelopes,
inscribed in hand. Only two samples are slightly soiled. Minor non-original creasing, occasionally.
Tiny worm holes on the envelopes. Near fine condition.
£ 880 / € 1,020

Everything about cooking

No. 24 “Ryōri zensho” [料理全書]
Unknown author; Satō, Tamiji [copy by]
Manuscript, copied at Meiji 13 (1880).
An early Meiji cookbook and banquet ceremonial.
Consists of rules for hosting a banquet
and examples of menus and recipes. Numerous
illustrations specify the place settings and servings,
tools, dishes, and even the species of fish, seafood
and poultry. The book depicts a typical celebratory
table of the high and upper middle class.
Text in Japanese.

Meticulously illustrated manuscript about incense and the art of the olfactory.
The perfume game kōdō appeared in Japan during the Muromachi period (from the 14th century).
The game involved guessing aromas, which varied from the easily recognizable, such as “Lavender”,
to the mysterious “Lady on the bridge” smell. A trained nose was not only able to guess but also
derived pleasure from playing the game. The hobby was affordable only for aristocrats,
as incense was exorbitantly expensive. This manuscript starts with depictions of the tool for the game,
such as the censer (Ko-ro) that burns with the use of charcoal and a black box (dogu-dana)
for preserving the incense. More than 25 tools in total are included. Depictions include diagrams
with symbols for the aromas, as well as instructions for how to keep score.
The most famous ways to play the game are Genjiko and Jyushu-ko.
The names of the incense came mainly from the tale of Genji, where we find 54 different aromas.
Ten illustrated leaves are accompanied by 20 chapters with instructions on how to play.
The manuscript was probably made in the 18th century. Text in Japanese.
Large format, common for ancient book decoration. 29.2x20.9cm, 16 leaves + 3 blank leaves.
Original Japanese fukuro toji binding. Paper wrapper with gold-flecked original title slip. Original binding thread worn
but still remains and the binding is tight. End paper decorated with a gold-flecked cloud pattern. Ex-ownership stamp at
the end of the page. Very small wormholing at the margins. Comes with a custom-made slipcase.
Overall near fine to fine condition.
£ 2,380 / € 2,760

1 vol. complete. 26.3x19.2 cm. 44 ll. Manuscript.
Original Japanese fukuro toji binding.
A few stains on the wrapper.
Otherwise near fine to fine condition. £ 380 / € 440

Japanese TEA processing book

No. 27 “Seicha no zu” [製茶の図]
Unknown author. Shizuoka, ca. 1880s - 1900

Secret book of firework

No. 25 “Hiden no sho ezu” [秘伝之書 絵図]
Manuscript. Ca.1800-1850.

An illustrated manuscript explaining four types of fireworks: “Amibi” (fire net), “Chō” (butterfly),
“Tama” (bowl) and “Ryūsei” (shooting star). The author draws plans of the construction for the movable fireworks
in black and red inks. The description states that this book presents the secrets of Yoshikawa-school fireworks.
Text in Japanese.
1 vol. 20,7x14cm. 16 pp. Fukuro toji binding. Paper wrappers. Paper thread. Corners rubbed.
Minor wormholing, but readable. Soiled. Very good to near fine condition.

£ 880 / € 1,020

An illustrated manuscript on traditional Japanese green tea production written in the early Meiji era, ca.
1880s - 1900. Very rare and important record of the processing of tea leaves. The text includes depictions of
different tools and explanations of the process, from quality selection, to roasting and packing.
The process does not include fermentation because it describes only green tea-making. Two sheets of import
control stamps are printed in Chinese on thin black paper to verify authenticity. The introduction includes
stamps printed on labels, which are definitively the earliest such stamps for export to China.
The stamps point to Shizuoka, the prefecture known for tea agriculture. The two final plates are quality charts
with titles and quality descriptions. Text in Japanese, Chinese and Latin.
1vol. complete. 23,4 x 15,8 cm. 22 ll. Japanese fukuro toji binding. Occasional wormholing. Very good to near fine condition.

£ 1,750 / € 2,060

Important imported plants handbook

No. 26 “Hakurai kaju yōran” [舶来果樹要覧]
Takenaka, Takuro [author]. Tōkyō: Mita Ikushu-jo, Meiji 17 (1884). First edition.
Handbook of imported fruit trees, each an important Western plant: grape, peach, raspberry, cherry, pear, fig, apple,
almond (24 species in total). 27 pages are dedicated to the cultivation of grapes, including a depiction of
the Zinfandel vine. The publisher, Maeda Masana (1850-1921), was a pioneer in Western studies.
As the son of a nobleman, he was allowed to receive knowledge from Western sources in Nagasaki. He studied
abroad in France, one of the first travelers allowed to do so. He spent 11 years learning about French agriculture
and brought the Zinfandel back to Japan before the Great French Wine Blight. In 1882, he also carelessly imported
Phylloxera insects from San Francisco. Text in Japanese. The titles of the plants are written in English, French,
German, and never in Latin.
1 volume complete. 20.9 x 14.1 cm. Pp. 1+3+144+[2] . 51 illustrations, copper plates. One black and white title page illustration.
Bookshop sticker on the paste-down end-paper. Free end-paper and a colophon are damaged.
Have browning on the end-papers and title pages. Original cardboard binding with brown cloth spine.
Minor foxing on the cover. Near fine to fine condition.
£ 2,380 / € 2,760

Botanical encyclopedia and encyclopedia of toxic plants, illustrated

No. 30 “Sōmoku seifu/ Yūdoku sōmoku zusetsu” [草木性譜／有毒草木図説]
Toneri (Kiyohara), Shigenao [author]; Numata, Gessai & Mizutani, Toyobumi et al. [ill. by]
Nagoya : Hishiya Tōbē, Bunsei 10 [1827]. First edition.

Famous botanical encyclopedia by Toneri Shigenao, a leading figure in the Natural History Group of Japan.
Five volumes were published in the same year, representing two interrelated books,
probably among the first in Japanese in the genre of Natural History. “Sōmoku seifu” consists of three volumes
showing 45 rare botanical species, such as cactus, corn, omoto (Rhodea Japonica), Chinese banyan, peanuts,
magnolia liliiflora, orchids, etc. “Yūdoku sōmoku” is made up of two volumes focusing on toxic plants only,
including lilies, cannabis, valeriana, and different opiates. Numata Gessai (1784-1864) and
Mizutani Toyobumi (1789-1864) are the illustrators. The woodblock prints are very delicate,
capturing the plant morphology accurately, showing the leaves, blossoms and seeds of the species.
3 + 2 vols complete set. Sōmoku: 2+2+2+3+23 leaves, 14 images, 4 handcoloured; 1+31 20 images, 6 coloured, 2 handcoloured;
1+29+3 images, 20 images, 2 hand coloured. Yūdoku: 2+2+32 leaves, 61 plates & 1+32+1 leaves, 63 plates. Size 28,2 x 19 cm.
Original wooden box was made in Bunsei 11 (1828). Extremely rare, original or contemporaneously custom made.
The box shows damage by bugs. Original Japanese fukurotoji binding. Occasional stains on the wrapper.
First and second volumes’ title slips have damage. Two small private ex-owner stamps on the first page of each volume.
Overall near fine to fine condition.
£ 2,860 / € 3,320

Semiotics of the Rose

No. 29 “Zuiri Bara saibaihō” [図入 薔薇栽培法]
Samuel Parsons [author]; Shinpachirō Yasui [translator]. Tōkyō : Kyōyūsha, Meiji 8 [1875]. First edition.
Earliest translation of a book by Samuel Bowne Parsons, “The rose: its history, poetry, culture, and classification”.
The first part is about the species of the rose, while the second is dedicated to the techniques for growing roses,
as well as vermin and bugs that threaten the plants. 15 lovely engravings included. The translator, Yasui Shinpachiro,
went to London for an internship. The intent was to popularize rose planting in Japan, and the project succeeded:
new selective species of Japanese roses appeared in the 1860s.The author describes the flowers as a novelty for
Japanese agriculture, which is not correct because many wild species of rose can be found on the Japanese
archipelago. But the book presents the Western concept of the rose, an idea that Japan imported.
The rose, in turn, became a symbol of Japanese modernisation. Text in Japanese.
I vol: 4+3+26+14 leaves; II vol: 45 leaves. Leaf N13 is duplicated. Leaf N14 is missing.
With the original title slip. Original Japanese fukuro toji binding.
On the first page of each volume are ex-owner stamps. Comes with a custom-made slip case.
Slightly foxed on the cover. Very good to near fine condition.
£ 1,170 / € 1,370

Morning glory selection

NY-22-50. “Asagao Zusetsu” [朝顔図説]
Kataoka, Senpu [author]. Ōsaka: Ōtsuka Usaburo [publisher], Meiji 36 (1903). First edition.

One of the most popular decorative plants in modern Japan was the morning glory.
The plant is very easy to cultivate, creating new forms and colours of the flowers and leaves.
That made it especially desired among the low and middle class. This woodblock printed book is dedicated solely
to morning glories, describing methods of selective breeding and general cultivation techniques.
Consists of two volumes. First one is a catalog of the most beautiful and rare examples. Very scarce in colour,
especially from the Meiji era. Text in Japanese.
2 vols. 24.3x16.3cm. Iv: 26 ll.; IIv: 2+86 pp. Iv: 46 woodblock printed in colour, handcoloured ills.; IIv: 3 monochrome ills. in text.
Fukuro toji binding with thread in Chinese style. Paper wrappers. Colour woodblock printed covers. Original title slips.
Threads and wrappers rubbed. Mouse bites on the edges. Wrappers are soiled. First volume is browned inside.
The content is clean. Very good to near fine condition.
£ 1,170 / € 1,370

Bible of Ikebana

Ikebana manuscript

No. 32 “Rikka imayō sugata” [立華時勢粧]
Fushunken, Senkei [author]. Kyoto: Nakano, Jōkyō 5 (1688).

No. 34 “Yōshin ryū : Shiki no kan” [容真流 四季之巻]
Unknown author. Manuscript, late 18th century.

This eight volume book on flower arrangement is intended to be the bible of the Genroku era (1684-1704)
ikebana. Part of the early Edo period, the Genroku era was famous thanks to the poet Matsuo Basho,
the artist Ogata Korin and the playwright and author Chikamatsu Monsaemon, among others.
This landmark book was written by Kuwahara Fushunken Senkei, the Grand Master of the eponymous school.
Being the apprentice of the Ikenobo school, he applied his botanical and gardening knowledge to create the
new tradition. Together with a handful of instructions, the book also introduces the etiquette of flower art.
For many hundreds of years it served as a ceremonial handbook.
The 1st-3rd volumes contain a gallery of poly- and mono-flower compositions: big and small, vertical
and horizontal, represented in numerous black and white illustrations.
The author pays equal attention to the water vessels. The 4th volume gives explanations of different kinds
of plants and branches used for the compositions. The 5th and 6th volumes come without illustrations,
but contain important instructions structured according to the soloist in the flower concerto: cherry blossoms,
peach, pine, chrysanthemum etc. This vocabulary is varied seasonally. The 7th volume enumerates the ikebana
tools, along with depictions and explanations on how to use them. The final volume is dedicated to
the preparation of soil for bonsai. Text in Japanese.

Yoshin Go-ryu was a school of flower arrangement founded by the priest Seiryusai during the Edo era.
One can find his portrait in the beginning of the book. The gallery of the subsequent ikebana represents
the four seasons of flower arrangement: from the winter blossom tsubaki to summer lotus and momiji in the fall.
The first volume shows one-themed colorful flower designs, while the second volume consists of composition
samples where sculptural balance is shown by using simple greenery, bamboo stands and special pottery.
144 displays overall. Every composition is lavishly hand painted in an elaborate way.
The priest Seiryusai created a new, more genuine style to break with the artificial,
eccentric sense that typically accompanies ikebana. His school emphasized the idea of sophisticated simplicity
and natural beauty in flower arrangement. Text in Japanese.
2 vols complete. 26.3x19.3cm, 39 & 39 leaves. Original Japanese fukuro toji bindings. Paper wrapper with original title slip.
Comes with a custom-made slip case. Minor rubbing on the edges of the wrapper.
Ex-ownership stamps on each volume of the first page. Occasional water stains at the bottom of the second volume.
Otherwise very good to near fine condition.
£ 1,750 / € 2,060

8 vols complete. 30.1 x 22cm. 25, 23, 25, 22, 22, 21, 17, 24 ll. Original Japanese fukuro toji bindings with original title slip.
Paper wrapper, faint chippings on the wrapper. Small ex-ownership stamps at the first page of each volume.
Overall near fine to fine condition.
£ 4,780 / € 5,530

A lovely skecthbook

No. 33 A sketchbook of plants [毛筆画帖 植物写生]
Satō, Minato [artist]. Manuscript. Taisho 5 (1916).

A highly-detailed sketchbook by the little-known artist Minato Satō, made during his education at
Tokyo Bijustu gakkō (Tokyo school of Arts, now Tokyo University of Arts). 64 leaves of sketches and
finished botanical illustrations of flowers and plants, typical for the 20th century mainland Japan.
The colophon gives the date, from April to October of Taisho 5 (1916), and the place, Tokyo Bijutsu gakkō.
The author signed every finished drawing and labeled the herbs in English or Japanese.
From page 19 he writes “at my home”, switching from botanical illustrations to idyllic watercolour landscapes,
naming the place of his journey: Yamagata prefecture, Tsuruoka town.
The album is charming in all its parts, including the children's drawing on the last page and the end-paper.
Text in Japanese.
1 vol complete. 31.2x22.6 cm, 64 ll. Watercolour, pencil, ink on flecked washi paper. Original Japanese binding,
some scratching on the cover. Partly paginated. Some are missing, according to pagination. One woodblock print inserted.
In very good to near fine condition.
£ 770 / € 900

Japanese flowers by Kōno Bairei

No. 35 “Chigusa no Hana” [千種之花]
Kōno, Bairei [artist]. Kyoto: Tanaka Jihei, Meiji 23-24 (1890-91). Enlarged colour edition.

A complete four volume set of `Chigusa no Hana`, a fascinating encyclopedia of Japanese flowers by
Kono Bairei (1844-1895), a master of kacho-ga. The first colour edition, beautifully printed with strong lines
and colours, includes 200 coloured woodblock prints. (Volumes 1-2 had been published in black and white
a year earlier). All volumes include an index of the flowers illustrated, including their species, the area where
they can be found (i.e. mountainous regions, fields, etc.), and the season when they bloom. Text in Japanese.
4 vol. Original Japanese fukuro toji binding with original title slip. 24x16.6cm, 33, 32, 29, 31 leaves.
Small ex-owner`s stamp on endpapers. Occasional minor offsetting. Considerable stains to bindings, and occasionally to
endpapers. However, the contents are extremely bright and clean. Comes with a custom made slipcase.

£ 2,280 / € 2,650

Miscellaneous collection

No. 36 “Shobutsu hin i” [諸物品彙]
Unknown writer. Tenpo 6 [1835] - Kaei 7 [1854].

`Shobutsu hin i` literally means “the collection of small things”.
It represents a sort of Edo era scrapbook album, displaying its creator’s interest toward nature.
Every image was made in black ink by a different artist on a different paper and for different purposes,
then pasted down by the owner of the album and described. Among the items in this volume are plants used for v
arious medical purposes, such as kanpo leaf, dracaena fruits, and yamashyakujo. Six different fish species,
including killer whale and sunfish, also have descriptions mostly concerning their alimentary qualities. Text in Japanese.
18.5 x 16 cm. 10 leaves pasted down. 9 monochrome illustrations, 1 watercolor illustration. Oblong folding album. No binding.
Slightly foxed on the outer wrapper. Very minor wormholing. Overall very good to near fine condition.
£ 430 / € 500

Tuna, worm and other species, a Japanese study of the small things

No. 38 “Shōhin kō” [小品考]
Nishimura, Hiroyoshi [author]
Kyoto, Osaka, Ise, Edo : Kitamura-ya tasuke, Suhara-ya Mohē et al. Ansei 6 (1859). First edition.
“Study of the small things” is a scarce natural history book. The author, Nishimura Hiroyoshi (1816-1889),
inherited the fortune of a paper making family that existed for 11 generations. He started his natural history
education in Kyoto when he was 15 years old. Afterwards he financed a research laboratory on his land and
became a well known Japanese naturalist. In this book he describes species, botanical as well as zoological,
that grab his attention. The book is far from linnaean classification, it is more a cabinet of curiosities: longan,
worm, kingfisher, heron, long tailed chicken (onagadori), osmanthus, magnolia (kobushi), tuna (maguro),
shrimp, and even two types of tofu. The text includes eight iconic illustrations, accurate and proportional,
made by an unknown artist. Text in Japanized Chinese and Japanese.
25.8x18cm, 16 leaves. Original Japanese fukuro toji binding with original title slip. Comes with a custom-made slip case.
Some rubbing on the wrapper. Two ex-ownership stamps on the first page,
one is “Shachiku-bunko” owned by famous medical doctor & collector Oono Shachiku (1872-1913).
Occasional small wormholes on the contents but mostly at the margins. Overall very good to near fine condition.

£ 1,750 / € 2,060

Depiction of the Japanese “Loup de Givaudin” from Takachiho

No. 37 “Wolf manuscript” [狼文書]
Unknown author. Manuscript, early 19th century.
Vivid sketch of a Japanese wolf with a report. The Japanese wolf is an extinct specimen of the gray wolf,
endemic to Honshu, Kūshū and Shikoku. It disappeared around 1900. The manuscript belongs to the villagers of
Takachiho, possibly a town at Kūshū island. The wolf was terrorizing the villages at the area, attacking more than
20 people. It required more than 100 people and 8 dogs to catch him. The witnesses gave a very precise description
of the beast: 160 cm from nose to tail, as well as the exact sizes of the head, eyes, ears, body, tail, legs and toes.
The manuscript was mounted on a scroll, but later deconstructed.
It is currently doubled on very old glossy Japanese paper. Text in Japanese.
37.5 x 58.4 cm. Ink calligraphy, drawing, paper, doubled on glossy white pearl paper. Very few losses on the corners.
Stains and darkening on the margins of the fragments. The painting itself is incredibly clean and vivid.
Very good to near fine condition.
£ 2,860 / € 3,320

Traveling Zoo Poster

No. 39 “Kyōiku sankō dai dōbutsukai”[教育参考万国大動物会]
Tanimoto [publisher], Meiji 42 (1909).

A woodblock print advertising an exhibition of exotic animals with a traveling zoo. Tanimoto,
whose name is indicated on the left margin of the poster, was a kai-nushi, a manager or an owner of the zoo.
The leaflet announced a performance held in a shrine in Tohoku (the northern region of Honshu).
On the main leaf one can find images of an African baboon, an Australian kangaroo, an African camel,
an Indian lion, a monkey and a brown bear from Hokkaido.
The small leaf includes a list of the species they display. Such zoos appeared very late in Japan, only in the 1880s,
and in the 1900s zoos reached the peak of their popularity. Text in Japanese.
38.8x53.2cm (21.8x39cm). 2 ll. Woodblock print. Two stamps of the hosting shrine. Center washed, margin repaired.
Overall near fine to fine condition.
£ 285 / € 330

Naked men illusion by Kuniyoshi

No. 43 “Akubitome Jinbutsu Sarasa”
[欠留人物更紗]
Kuniyoshi, Utagawa [artist]
Edo [Tōkyō]: Itōya Yohei, later printing ca. 1850s.
Utagawa Kuniyoshi (1797-1861) is one of the legends of
woodblock printing. The present print is a comical
composition of fighting bodies intertwined like snakes in
ridiculous poses. The inscription in the lower right specifies
the genre: “14 bodies looking like 35”. The picture served
as a comical brain-teaser. Text in Japanese.

A scarce publication on acupuncture for horses

No. 40 “Manbyō Baryō shinkyū satsuyō” [馬療鍼灸撮要]
Deidō-jin [author]
Edo: Nishimura Genroku; Osaka: Yasui Kahei; Kyoto: Zeniya Saburobē, Horeki 10 (1760). First edition.

1 leaf. 25,4 x 36,7 cm. Colour woodblock print. Margins cut out,
creasing in the center of the page. Very minor stains on the bottom.
Overall very good to near fine condition.
£ 880 / € 1,020

This book details how to treat horses with acupuncture, with instructions for every possible horse disease.
The contents include the treatment of eye and ear diseases, bleedings, poisoning etc. Rare. Text in Japanese.
1 volume complete. 15.5x21.5cm, 34 leaves. Ex-owner stamps on the last page. Original Japanese fukuro toji binding.
Lacking title slip, rubbing on the wrappers. Minor stains on the contents, otherwise very good to near fine condition.

Scary face elements of Latin alphabet

£ 1,435 / € 1,660

No. 44 “Shinpan jinbutsu koamote katachi”
[しん板人物こあもて形]
Unknown artist.
[Place of publication not identified] : Yamaguchiya, Meiji 6 (1873).
Omocha-e, or nishiki-e, print for children. Very rare genre.
It is a playful depiction of anthropomorphic figures in the shapes of
the Latin alphabet. The human figures are drawn from the recognisable
iconography of foreigners. “Koamote” means scary face.
Though the faces are colored in a vivid pinkish-red,
the faces are not actually all that scary.
One leaf of colored woodblock print. Very minor stain on the margin.
36.3 x 24.5 cm. Censorship mark of Meiji 6. Text in Japanese.
£ 480 / € 555

French Circus in the Precincts of the Asakusa Kannon Temple

No. 41 “Asakusa Kan-non keidai ni Oite Kōgyō Tsukamatsuri Sōrō: Furansu Kyokuba”
[浅草観音境内於テ興行仕候 仏蘭西曲馬]
UTAGAWA, Kuniteru II [artist] Tōkyō: Tsujioka Bunsuke, Meiji 5 (1872). First edition. Later printing.

This colour woodblock, a printed nishiki-e triptych, depicts one of the performances of the Soullier circus troupe.
Louis Soullier (1813-1888) and his troupe visited Japan for three years from 1871 and enjoyed great success.
The woodblocks were made after the first show that took place in October 1871 at Yasukuni shrine.
For this later print, the title was changed to Asakusa shrine, as it became the main location for the circus
performances in 1872. Text in Japanese.
34 x 24cm each. Triptych, complete. Prints pasted together at extremities. Minor soiling. Good to very good.

£ 880 / € 1,020

Comic scenes of the Human-Elephants

NY-22-29. “Zō no Tawamure” [象のたわむれ]
Unknown artist Edo [Tōkyō]: Tamaya Sasuke, Keio 3 [1867]

Album of the famous fan designs

Very rare print depicting elephants playing. The people of Edo loved elephants,
because they were very rare guests in Japan. In 1862 an American ship brought
the animal to Edo from India. There is a well known picture by Kawanabe Kyōsai
'Famous from India: Elephants at Play' (1863), showing well trained circus
elephants. The author of the present print is unknown, but he definitely
develops the same composition: different scenes of acting elephants, gathered
on one leaf. The wisdom and unique cognitive abilities of the giant animals make
them more human: the unknown artist gives them pink human skin, together
with human bodies, clothing and foolish behavior. Text in Japanese.

An illustrated album of fifty fans made by celebrated artists and poets of the Edo period: Ogata Korin,
Sakai Hōitsu, Yosa Buson, Matsumura Keibun, Kanō Eitoku, Tani Bunchō, Matsuo Bashō, Tawaraya Sōdatsu,
Santō Kyōden et al. At the time, fan painting served as a sort of improvisation competition, especially during
gatherings of artists. The publication gave the opportunity to compare different styles and the mastery of
famous artists; it enjoyed great popularity. The following year the second part (in 2 vols) was published.
Text in Japanese.

Woodblock print, in colours. 37 x 25 cm. One leaf. Few losses, very small, on the edges.
Very good condition.
£ 480 / € 555

No. 45 “Meika Hyakusen Gafu” [名家百扇画譜]
Aoki, Tsunezaburō [ed. by]. Ōsaka: Aoki Kōzando, Meiji 28 (1895). First edition.

1st part only. 2 volumes (of 4). 16.4x25.3cm, 15 & 13 leaves. 1 folding + 49 plates. Woodblock, colour, silver foil.
Original Japanese fukuro toji binding. Original title slips. Pink silk thread with decorative knots.
Purple silk hanagire [cloth corners protection] in fine condition. Embossed covers.
Very minor scratches on the wrappers, otherwise in fine condition.
£ 285 / € 330

A Collection of Humorous Designs by Kamisaka Sekka

1000 butterflies by Kamisaka Sekka

No. 46 “Chō senshu” [蝶千種]
Kamisaka, Sekka [illustrated by]. Kyōto: [Unsō-dō], Meiji 41 [1908]. Second edition.
A scarce set of this compendium of 50 lavishly colored woodblock illustrations by the last true master of
the Neo-Rinpa style, Kamisaka Sekka (1866–1942). Sekka, born in Kyōto to a samurai family, was sent by
the Japanese government to Glasgow as part of Japan's 'modernisation scheme'. As a result,
Sekka became heavily influenced by the Art Nouveau style, and many of his works display
a fusion of traditional Japanese and contemporary Western design ideals.
This is an early example of the internationalized modern design made by this artist, and is probably the best example.
The second edition is thus reasonably rare. The printing quality is of the highest level. Text in Japanese.
II vols complete. 24.9 x 18 cm. 29 leaves; 26 leaves. Oblong folding albums with original title slips and original slip case.
Original emerald green silk binding. Some threads are worn away at the corners. The edges of the cover are slightly damaged.
Ex-ownership stickers pasted on the back covers and the front end paper.
Occasional water stains on the corners inside the second volume. Overall very good to near fine condition. £ 1,920 / € 2,220

No. 48 `Kokkei Zuan` [滑稽図案]
Kamisaka, Sekka [illustrated by]. Kyōto: Yamada Unsodo, Meiji 36 [1903]. First edition.

A first edition of this collection of comical patterns by the designer and the last true master of the Neo-Rinpa style,
Kamisaka Sekka. Vividly colour woodblock-printed by the famous Kyoto-based publisher Unsodo. Sekka, born
in Kyoto to a samurai family, was sent by the Japanese government to Glasgow as part of Japan's
`modernisation scheme` in 1901. As a result Sekka became heavily influenced by the art nouveau style,
and many of his works thus display a fusion of traditional Japanese and contemporary Western design ideals.
This volume includes 46 patterns in 31 colour woodblock-printed plates. This stunning collection of designs
beautifully showcases Sekka’s playful side.
Complete sets are extremely rare, as it is often broken up to be sold plate-by-plate. Text in Japanese.
1 v., complete. 25.3x17.9cm. Very minor stains and browning on the contents. Folding `ori-hon` binding. Original boards,
a few tiny tears and stains to extremities. Overall very good to near fine condition.
£ 4,780 / € 5,530

Textile design by Avant-garde art group

The book of birds and butterflies

No. 47 “Kodai moyō chōchō” [古代模様 蝶鳥]
Furutani, Setsuzan [artist]. Kyōto: Unsōdō, Yamazaki Yasutarō, Meiji 39 (1906). First edition.

The Neo-Rinpa style textile pattern was made by an artist from Kyoto, Setsuzan Furutani.
The first chapter’s leitmotif is the bird and the second chapter’s is chocho, or the butterfly.
The printer used silver ink to underline the vividness of the elaborate silhouettes. Text in Japanese.
Album format. 2 vols complete. 18 x 25 cm, each. Unpaginated. 25, 25 ill. Woodblock printed; ink and color on paper.
The margins are slightly browned and occasionally soiled. Calligraphy in ink on the edges. Orihon binding.
Original paper wrappers, slightly worn on the edges, especially on the corners. Silk cloth spine.
The ex-owner red stamps on the cover and end papers.
£ 880 / € 1,020

No. 49 “Gaitō ha” [街頭派]
Gaitō-ha [ill. by]. Kyōto: Maria gabo, Showa 6 (1931).

In 1930 [Showa 5] a group of young, talented & ambitious textile designers from Kyōto created
an avant-garde-esque group and named it Gaitō-ha. Among the members were Eijirō Umehara,
Gyokusen Kimura, Kyōzō Yamada, Jun Hisatomi, and Gyokujo Yoshida. The literal meaning of
Gaitō-ha is “Street-side art group”. The abstract forms and simplicity of the designs they were making
can be compared to Soviet Constructivism, especially children’s illustrations.
Nevertheless the present album is unique, special and rare.
No record at OCLC, CINII or National Diet Library. Text in Japanese.
1 volume complete. 37x28cm. 2 [title] + 10 plates + 1 [table of contents]. Every page is stamped by the kimono company.
Unbound. Rubbing on the margins. Minor soiling. The plates are in fine condition. Comes with the original slipcase, repaired.

£ 1,920 / € 2,220

Exhibition catalogue in honour of Ogata Korin

No. 50 “Kōrin shiki Meiji moyō” [三越呉服店懸賞図案 光琳式明治模様]
Iwaya, Sazanami [foreword by], Unsō-do [edited] Kyōto: Unsō-do, Meiji 42 (1909). First edition.

An exquisite catalogue by Unsō-do of an exhibition and design competition at Mitsukoshi, the most famous
department store in Japan. Mitsukoshi was the leading producer and distributor of the kimono since 1673.
The first volume includes a short list of 42 Neo-Rinpa designs nominated for the award.
In the foreword we find the curatorial explanation of the competition dedicated to Rinpa master Ogata Korin
and its influence on the Art Nouveau and Secession art. The second volume is a catalogue of 276 kimono designs
exhibited in Mitsukoshi. The publication is extremely rare and represents a priceless example of
the colour woodblock printing in the late Meiji era, using golden and silver inks. Text in Japanese.
2 volumes complete. 37.3x25.3cm, 44 & 103 leaves. 1 vol: woodblock printed in colour, golden, silver ink.
2 vol: monochrome collotype printing. Golden flecked flyleaves. Original silk cloth boards. Original silk title slips.
Decorative silk thread knots and silk hanagire. Minor damages at the hinges.
Slightly rubbed on the original slipcase, otherwise in fine condition.
£ 2,860 / € 3,320

Mitsukoshi catalogue of samples for kimono

No. 51 Edo-rō moyō-shu [江戸楼模様集]
[Place of publication not identified]: Mitsukoshi Zuan-sitsu, Showa 8 (1933).

An exclusive and elaborated album of samples of silk fabric for expensive kimono, made for internal use at the most
famous kimono store in Japan, Mitsukoshi department store. In 1895 Mitsukoshi opened the design department
Mitsukoshi Zuan-sitsu, inviting the strongest designers of the time to make their own textiles based on archival
research and inspired by historical decorative patterns. Each leaf represents the actual size of the pattern for
future robes and uses several different techniques that make the cloth unique and precious.
The stamps with inventory numbers on each sample can be read as an approved version of the artistic work that
could be picked by the customer and released on demand.
1 volume. 35x43,5 cm. 20 plates, including 7 folding. Handpainted, mixed media. Stamped & inscribed by Mitsukoshi.
Original flower pattern cloth boards. Slightly rubbed on the edges, otherwise near fine to fine condition.
£ 3,450 / € 3,980

A Meiji Edition of Jakuchū Gajō

NYo. 52 “Genpo Yōka” [玄圃瑤華]
Tō, Jokin [Itō, Jakuchū] [illustrated by]. Kyōto: Unsōdō, [ca. Meiji 40 (1907)].

Itō Jakuchū (1716-1800) was a Kyoto-based master artist of modern nihon-ga ( Japanese-style) painting.
This set reproduces a work designed and carved by Jakuchū and published in Meiwa 5 (1768) as "Genpo Yōka".
In the Meiji period, the famous woodblock print publisher Unsōdō faithfully carved woodblocks
to replicate the original work and used them to print this book. Among the five collections of takuban
(''stone rubbing'') prints by Jakuchū, this is a work in which the artist, who loved nature, excelled.
The work was introduced in France in recent years as "Les Fleurs Précieuses du Jardin Mystérieux".
The two volumes are complete in 82 woodblock-printed takuban illustrations of birds, insects and plants.
Text in Japanese.
2 v., complete. 22, 22 leaves. 30.7x 20.8 cm. Paper slightly browned to margins.
Two pages of the first have stains on the images, and very few foxes. Original wrappers, minor scrapes to corners.
Concertina binding. Comes with a custom made slipcase. In very good condition.
£ 4,780 / € 5,530

Daruma monk

No. 53 “A woodblock of ‘Shinshu-roku’” [真宗録 版木]
Woodblock, Ca. late 18 century.
This woodblock is for printing pp. 31-32 of a larger book. A rare example of an illustrated Chinese book,
with great significance both for Chinese history and the history of book making. The center title (hanshin-dai)
“Shinshu-roku” is different from the general title of the book, or the shorter version of the title.
Presumably the book was originally written in China. But the exquisite quality of the carving gives a high possibility
that the woodblock was made in Japan. The text is dedicated to the Bodhidharma, or Daruma,
a founder of Zen buddhism, in his Chinese iconography: a monk with an elongated ear with an earring
and open belly, preaching under a tree. Text in Chinese.
20 x 28.5 cm. Pp. 31-32. Wood, carving. 2 sides. Tiny crackles on the surface. Black ink remains on both sides.
Very good to near fine condition.
£ 4,300 / € 4,980

Demon from the famous Noh play

No. 54 “Zeshin Shibata painting”
[柴田是真 色紙]
Shibata, Zeshin [painter]. Signed & stamped.

This demon, the onibaba (or kijo), looks like an old lady.
Envisioned by Shibata Zeshin (1807-1891),
the onibaba is known for hunting lonely travelers.
The folklore personnage first appeared in the 13th or
14th century. The legend was turned into a famous
Noh play, “Kurozuka”. The emotionally-charged
contrapposto, along with the vivid colours of the
demon’s haori, was supposedly inspired by the
Noh actor’s depiction of the role.
The shining silver background recalls Shibata’s main
profession, as master of lacquer miniatures and jewelry.
Lavishly handcoloured.
29.9 x 36.2 cm. Shikishi. Enlarged format. Cardboard paper,
silver foil, painting, flecked paper back. Red author`s stamp.

£ 880 / € 1,020

The girl with the dragon tattoo

No. 55
“An illustration for ‘Kaitei no hōko”
[海底の宝庫 鏑木清方口絵]
Kyokata, Kaburaki [artist]; Suuin, Emi [author]
Tōkyo, Ōsaka: Aokisūzandō, Meiji 37 (1904)

Rostand’ “Cyrano” translation

No. 57 “Shirano do Berujurakku /
Cyrano de Bergerac”
[シラノ・ド・ベルヂュラック]
Rostand, Edmond [author]; Heck, Emile
[preface]; Mori, Ogai [preface];
Tatsuno, Takashi [translator];
Suzuki, Shintaro [translator].
Tōkyō: Hakusuisha, Taisho 11 (1922),
first edition.
Very rare first edition, an early
(possibly the first) translation of the

famous French romantic play “Cyrano de Bergerac” into Japanese. The project was prepared and released by prominent
translators. Gorgeous Art Nouveau design. Text in Japanese and French.
One volume complete. 18,7 x 12,4 cm. 438 pp. 6 collotype monochrome plates, including frontispiece. Foxing.
The endpapers are made of Japanese Western style wallpaper. Leather spine and paperboard binding. Golden embossing.
The slip case is made of hard cardboard wrapped in the same wallpapers, chipped and scratched. Few mouse bites.
Original title slip on the case. Near fine condition.
£ 880 / € 1,020

Sci-fi paperboard game to Mars

This mesmerizing Japanese “Magdalena” sitting half-naked
in front of a mirror with a candle is a woodblock print
taken from the book “Kaitei no hōko”. The artist,
Kiyokata Kaburaki (1878-1972), was a leading master of
bijin-ga, a genre depicting beautiful women. The tattooed
body (or irezumi) is connected to the outsider world of
yakuza and prostitution in Japanese culture.
That is why such images of tattooed girls were extremely rare,
especially in the Meiji era.
22.1x31cm. Woodblock print, in colour. Holes made by binding
on the right margin. A fragment of the blue thread. Very minor foxes.
And a stain on the right upper corner. Creasing from the former binding.
Overall near fine condition.
£ 430 / € 500

Differences between Japanese and Western Folktales
No. 56
‘Seiyo Nihon Mukashibanashi’ [西洋日本 昔噺]
Odate, Riichi [ed. by].
Osaka : Yasui Bunkindo, Meiji 21 [1888]. First edition.

A charming small-format book recording many old
Japanese and Western folktales, illustrated with 76 vignettes.
Only one copy is located in OCLC, at Japan’s National Diet
Library. While the page numbers jump in several places,
this copy’s pagination matches that of the NDL copy,
and the book is complete.Text in Japanese.
1 v., complete. 112 p. 12.7 x 9.2 cm. Original boards, a little soiled
and with some abrasion. Small ex-ownership note to lower board.
Light discolouration and occasional small tears to page extremities.
Very good to near fine.
£ 670 / € 775

No. 58
“Kasei tanken kyosô sugoroku” [火星国探検競争双六]
Kabashima, Shôichi [illustrator]; Kato, Kenichi [editor]
Tōkyō: Dai-nihon yûbenkai, first edition. Taisho 16 (1927).

Taisho era e-sugoroku, a table paperboard game for children,
made by a famous illustrator Shoichi Kabashima
(1888-1965). The verso [main] play is an example of
early sci-fi, bringing the participant to Mars via the Moon,
Saturn, asteroids, Venus and the Tower of Babel. To maintain
the suspense of the game, Kabashima made a collage of images
found among Western materials. The alien architecture is thus
inflected with Islamic motifs, while the entrance to Mars
recalls the Brooklyn bridge. The broadsheet was a supplement
to the New Year's issue of the magazine “Shonen kurabbu” [Boys club], that Kabashima collaborated with. Another game,
“53 stations of Tokkaido road'', is printed in monochrome on the reverse side of the broadsheet. Text in Japanese.
53,5 x 78,5 cm. One leaf, complete. Colour offset print on both sides. Tearing on the edges, repaired. Very few foxes.
Newspaper creasing. Very good to near fine condition.
£ 285 / € 330

Children paperboard game “In Antarctica”

No. 59 “Nankyoku tanken sugoroku” [南極探検双六]
Harada, Mitsuo [planned by]
Tōkyō: Kodomo rigakusha, Showa 6 (1931). First edition.
An e-sugoroku, a Japanese paperboard game for children,
on the theme of the “Antarctica expedition”, employing
a real map of the continent. Very nicely styled. Formerly
a supplement for children magazine “Omoshiroi rika”
[Interesting science]. Inspired by the famous expeditions
of Shirase Nobu (1861-1946). Text in Japanese.

54,5 x 80 cm. One side colour offset print. Soiling on the back side.
Newspaper creasing remains. Otherwise near fine condition.

£ 285 / € 330

Western etiquette for Japanese readers
No. 60
“Yōfū dokugaku” [洋風独学]
Inatani, Katsunosuke [edited by] ;
Kondō, Kinnosuke [corrected by]
Tōkyō: Nakagawa jiyūkaku,
Meiji 20 (1887). First edition.

Early book educating Japanese readers on
Western manners. Includes instructions for
salutations and for entering homes.
The text also introduces Western foods,
such as roast beef, fried chicken, and oyster soup. The illustrations give examples of hair styles and tailoring.
No copies at OCLC. Very rare. Text in Japanese.
1 vol. 12,5x9cm. 119 pp. 67 plates. In-text illustrations. Western paperboard binding. Cloth spine repaired.
Corners are chipped. Comes with a custom made slipcase. Near fine condition.
£ 380 / € 440

Another book on good behaviour

No. 61
“Kōsai hikkei Seiyō reishiki”
[交際必携 西洋礼式]
Aoki, Fuji [editor & publisher]
Ōsaka: Aoki Kōzando, Meiji 20 (1887).
First edition.

An early book about Western manners,
concerning all aspects of life, from dinners, to
outdoor sports and ballrooms. Charming
illustrations, copied from the Western original,
or made by a Western artist. Presumably
the author was female. Text in Japanese.
1 vol. 12,3x8,7 cm. 28 pp. 11+1 doublepage copper plates. Fukuro toji binding. Original paperboard. Cloth spine. Foredge marbled.
Red ex-owner stamp on the free endpaper. Content browned. Covers worn. Comes with a custom made slipcase. £ 380 / € 440

Lamp - a legendary woodblock printed book of Modern Japan

No. 63 “Ranpu (Lamp)” [ランプ]
Kawakami, Sumio [author & illustrator]. Tōkyō: Aoi shobō, Showa 15 (1940). 214/250. Signed. First edition.
Sumio Kawakami (1895-1972) was one of the most celebrated woodblock artists in Japan.
Many of his works, including this book, are rooted in nostalgia for the Meiji era and old Western culture.
The current volume depicts antique lamps characteristic of the Japanese atmosphere of the late 19th century,
with 26 beautiful woodblock prints. Text in Japanese.
1 vol. complete. 28.2x19.8cm. 26 ll. Original Japanese fukuro toji binding. Original paper envelope, with minor soiling.
Otherwise all clean and nice copy. Comes with a custom made slipcase
£ 1,435 / € 1,660

One hundred modern ladies

No. 64
“Kinsei Meifu hyakunin sen”
[近世名婦百人撰]
Okada, kasen (Ryōsaku) [edited by];
Itō, Seisai [illustrator]
Tōkyō: Shūei do, Meiji 14 (1881).
First edition.

A book for educating Japanese women.
Each page is divided into two parts:
the depiction of a woman and
an accompanying short story about her.
The virtues of different female archetypes are described, including empresses, princesses, woman-writers,
woman-warriors, peasants, and geishas. Scarce. Text in Japanese.
2 vols. complete. 18,3x12,3cm. Ivol.:2+25; IIvol: 25 pp. I vol: 1 colour double page + 1 colour plates + 51 ills; IIvol: 50 ills.
Original title slips. Original fukuro toji binding. End paper repaired. Wrappers slightly worn. Near fine to fine condition.

A miniature book about Eric Gill

£ 340 / € 395

No. 65 “Erikku Giru
(The Engravings of Eric Gill)”
[エリック・ギル]
Shōji, Sensui [author].
Nagano: Shinano Mamehon no kai,
Showa 60 (1985). AP/35. First edition.

Treasury box of female reproductive organs

No. 62 “Zōka Tamatebako” [造化玉手箱 初編]
Yamano, Shigenori [author]. Tōkyō: Hakubun-do et. al., Meiji 13 (1880). First edition.

Presumably the earliest publication on Western sexology, explaining the structure of the female genitals.
With illustrations. Very rare. No records in OCLC. Only in the National Diet Library. Text in Japanese.
21 vol complete. 1st [and only] part. 17,7x11,8cm. [2]+24 ll. 2 plates with 3 ills. Woodblock printed book.
Original fukuro toji binding. Original title slip. Embossed wrappers. Soiled wrappers. Tiny worm hole on margins.
Overall fine condition.
£ 1,435 / € 1,660

A lovely book written and conceived by
the prominent Japanese bibliographer
Shoji Sensui (1903-1991) about
the British artist Eric Gill. The book
includes a short biography and
bibliography of books illustrated by the artist.
One of 35 copies, made specially for the author. Author’s ex-libris, colour woodblock
printed by Yoshio Kanamori and pasted on the free endpaper.
Miniature book. 1vol. 6ll.+100pp.+4ll.+20ll [illustrations]. 8,5x5,5cm. Association copy. Signed & stamped by author.
Shoji Sensui’s ex-libris. Craft endpapers. Gilded edges. Original lacquered kangaroo leather binding.
Golden embossing on the front cover and spine. Original craft paper clamshell box. Original cardboard shipping box.
All in fine condition.
£ 480 / € 555

Japanese war propaganda for Francophones

No. 68
“Un temoignage // Front magazine, issue 5-6”
[フロント 5-6号]
Okada, Sozo [editor]; Hara, Hiromu et al. [design];
Kimura, Ihei et al. [photographer]
Tōkyō: Tohosha, 1943. French edition.

Cursed experiments on pranormal abilities

No. 66 “Tōshi to nensha” [透視と念写]
Fukurai, Tomokichi [author]. Tōkyō & Ōsaka: Hōzōkan, Taisho 2 (1913). First edition.

Tomokichi Fukurai (1872-1931) was a Japanese psychologist, professor of the Imperial University,
who invented or “discovered” thoughtography. He described thoughtography as a paranormal ability
of his patients to see through materials, and even telepathically print images on photo plates (nensha).
Dr. Fukurai published the results of his long-term research in the present book. In March 1914 Fukurai wrote
a letter to another famous parapsychologist Hereward Carrington (1880-1958) asking to translate
“Toshi no nensha” into English, which Carrington did not do for reasons that remain unknown. The ex-libris serves
as evidence that he kept the book though. In addition to the letter and the book, Dr. Fukurai sent a brochure on
his newest paranormal patient, along with a handwritten translation into English. The brochure has no records in
OCLC. In 1931 Dr. Fukurai translated his own work into English and published it under the title
“Clairvoyance and Thoughtography”. This fake phenomena inspired the horror movie “The Ring”.
Text in Japanese and English.
HC, AC. 22.1x14.7cm. 5 [frontispiece] + 3 [pages of introduction] + 3 [pages of table of contents] + 357 [pages of main text]
+ 9 ills. Hereward Carrington’s ex-libris. Original cloth paperboard binding. Minor scratches on corners, stains.
Hinges cracked. One picture detached. Comes with Tomokichi Fukurai's handwritten letter addressed to Hereward Carrington
pasted to the endpaper. Brochure: 22,4x14,8cm. 8ll. Paper wrappers. Blue ink translation in hand. Pages browned.
Text sunburned. Wrappers with losses. Creasing in the middle. Very good condition.
£3,050 / € 3,530

An original illustration of TOMIE

No. 67
“The Painter”
[画家：富江 肉筆原画]
Ito, Junji [creator]. Watercolour. 1996
“Series Tomie no kyōfu, Gaka”
(The painter, Tomie horror series).
Tōkyō: Asahi sonorama. Heisei 8 (1996).
First edition.
A watercolour original of the iconic character
“Tomie”, a mysterious Japanese girl created for a horror manga
by Ito Junji in 1987. The watercolour in absinthe green tones
was designed for the cover of a book entitled
“Gaka, Series Tomie no kyōfu” [The painter, Tomie horror series].
The inscription under the watercolour
explains: “Ito Junji. 20 years of career anniversary”.
The artwork comes with the first edition of the book.
Text in Japanese.
1 leaf, 27x18.7cm. Watercolour, paper on paper. Pencil inscription.
Fine condition. The book is 17.6x11.2cm, 188p.
With the original dust jacket, in fine condition. £ 8,620/ € 9,960

This issue of a war propaganda magazine focused on
Manchuria. The series was inspired by the Soviet propaganda magazine
“USSR in Construction”, which was published in Western languages during
the Stalin era. The Japanese project was launched with the full cooperation
of the Army and Navy, and issued in 15 languages in total. Issues No. 5-6,
however, were only published in four languages. The quality of the magazine,
in terms of layout, paper quality, and printing is extremely high.
For propaganda purposes, some of the published photographic works use
synthetic photography techniques such as photomontage to make it seem as
if there are more weapons than in reality. Corrections with an airbrush were
also made. Very rare French edition. Text in French.
Periodical. 42 x 29,8 cm. 26 leaves + 1 folded poster. Unpaginated. Complete. Colour offset printing. Paper wrappers.
Few water stains. Spine is rubbed. Near fine condition overall.
£ 3,350 / € 3,900

“Front” magazine on
the Iron strength of Japan

No. 69
“Front magazine, issue 10-11”
[フロント 10-11号]
Okada, Sozo [editor];
Hara, Hiromu et al. [design];
Kimura, Ihee et al. [photographer]
Tōkyō: Tohosha, [1943].
English and Chinese edition.

This issue of a war propaganda
magazine focused on the iron
industry as a source of
Japanese strength. The series was inspired by the Soviet propaganda magazine “USSR in Construction”, which was
published in Western languages during the Stalin era. Major Japanese photographers and designers took part in the
creation of the magazine. The quality of the magazine, in terms of layout, paper quality, and printing is extremely high.
Though the series was published in 15 languages, Issue No.10-11 was published only in a Chinese-English
bilingual version. Very rare.
42,2 x 29,8 cm. 32 leaves. Unpaginated. Complete. Colour offset printing. Paper wrappers, rubbed on the corners and spine,
scratches on the cover. Two leaves fall out. Very good condition.
£ 3,350 / € 3,900

Japanese Navy during the WWII

No. 70
“Dai Tōa kensetsu gahō : Ajia no mamori,
Teikoku Kaigun // Front magazine, issue 1-2”
[大東亜建設画報 亜細亜の護り-帝国海軍]
Okada, Sozo [editor]; Hara, Hiromu et al. [design];
Kimura, Ihee et al. [photographer]
Tōkyō: Tohosha, [1942]. Japanese edition.

Very first edition of the first issue of the famous
Japanese war propaganda magazine inspired by
Soviet constructivism. This first issue focused on the Navy, and was published in 16 languages.
The present edition was made for domestic consumption. Text in Japanese.
42,4 x 29,5 cm. 28 leaves + 1 folding poster. Unpaginated. Complete. Colour offset printing.
Paper wrappers, rubbed on the corners and spine, scratches on the cover. One page is damaged on the corner. Rotten staples.
Folding leaf falls out. Very good condition.
£ 380 / € 440

